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The 3rd regional meeting of the bright Project took place in Nicosia on October 2nd till
October 4th.
During this meeting the partners met and discussed on the current progress of the
project. Currently the text of the learning materials has already been drafted, but the
parties agreed for a more user-friendly content.
Additionally, the parties discussed
about the progress on the platform
and the testing phase is expected to
take place soon.

All partners approved the following structure of the particular modules:
 Modul 1 – EU law
 Chapter 1- Introduction to Law
 Chapter 2- Introduction to EU Law
1. Historical Origins of EU: principles of conferral, subsidiarity
and proportionality
2. The European Union Institutions:
3. Basic EU Legal Texts and the EU legislative process;
4. Sources of Community Law
5. EU substantive law- fundamental freedoms and rights
 Modul II – Legal knowledge in key areas of national laws
 Cypress, German, Czech and Spanish national law
 Chapter 1- Legal System
 Chapter 2- Contracts Law
 Chapter 3- Employment Law
 Chapter 4- Business Law
 Chapter 5-Important Aspects of Civil Law and Public Law
 Chapter 6- Data protection

All the partners had
the opportunity to
watch a
demonstration of the
platform which is
almost ready.

Moreover, the modules were also presented at the Researcher’s night in Nicosia and it
was met with great enthusiasm by people in Cyprus. The platform is very much awaited
and is sure to have many active participants that will take part in the course. Additionally,
the project was presented at the career day, which took place at 15.05.2017 in
Westfälische Hochschule, Gelsenkirchen. The students were really interested, and they
really appreciated the modules which will help them to be more mobile after finishing
their studies.

Overall the news relating to the progress of the
project are very positive as older partners or working
together on fast and professional basis. Stay tuned
for more news on whether platform will be ready.

